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I. Introduction
Described here are modifications to the Metrum 96 tape drive which we have found 

necessary to insure that properly manufactured thin (16 or 13 jim) tapes will not be 
significantly damaged by a drive operating indefinitely at speeds up to 320 ips.

Two drives with "quick fix" implementations of these modifications have been used 
almost continuously for more than ten weeks to "qualify" tapes for VLBI by passing a 
bidirectional high-tension/low-speed (15H H20  vacuum, 67.5 ips) pack-without-bumps test before 
and after shuttling for at least 2 weeks (~1400passes) at 7", 270 ips. No debris build-up in the 
tape-paths was ever observed in that time even when tapes with a damaged (burred) edge were 
run. This is a good indication that the edge "melt-down" problem has been reliably solved.

Further optimization of the tape path to reduce edge pressure to increase tolerance of 
tape edge non-idealities (such as chisel-shapedness) and asperities may be possible in the future.
II. Melt-down Prevention: Selection of Edge Bearing Materials

The material selected originally only for its resistance to wear, a fine-grained, 99.6% 
pure, polished alumina, has been found empirically to be quite satisfactory for the inside edge 
bearing points. Sapphire (single crystal AI2O3) and SiC (harder and more thermally conductive) 
were both prone to wear scratching. Wear scratches are not innocuous, they seem to ’seed’ 
debris build-up. CVD, chemical vapor deposited diamond, is not fully evaluated but may have a 
similar (unexplained) susceptibility to scratching. Deposits on the dark surfaces of SiC and 
CVD are hard to see whereas the white alumina provides good contrast. But the alumina 
recently used by Metrum for "hard-point"-equipped VLBA drives is a coarse-grained variety 
which stains easily and could therefore be confusing to an operator trained to be on guard for 
adherent debris build-up — a sure cause of catastrophic tape edge damage (melt-down) at high 
speeds. The coarse-grained material appears however to be no more susceptible to debris build
up or scratching than the fine-grained variety. A  quote for the proper fine-grained alumina 
plates has been obtained from Coors and we suggest that the coarse-grained plates be replaced.
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A copper tape surface was found to be reliable for the outer tape edge bearings on the 
vacuum door. For unknown reasons, alumina or sapphire-faced experimental doors occasionally 
show debris build-up. Copper faced doors never have. The copper surface on the outer edge 
bearing wears only slowly because of lower contact pressure than in the case of the inner edge 
bearings and because the operating point of the loop moves and distributes contact over a much 
larger area. Retaping is easy and quick. It should be obvious when it is needed, probably no 
more than once per year in full-time operation.
III. Prevention of Edge Scrape and Foldover: Geometry Modifications

These modifications serve to insure, first, that sliding contact of the tape edges takes 
place only at the 6 design points and not at any other points especially sharp discontinuities such 
as at the end of an alumina plate, the end of the vacuum door, or where the tape enters or 
leaves the precision plate near the I/O roller.

Second, the I/O roller sleeve is modified (or made from scratch) to keep the tape from 
climbing the flange and folding over at slow speeds (during stop/start) without requiring 
unrealistically tight reel-to-tape path alignment.

Without the first modification, shaving of the tape edge can take place. This typically 
fouls the drive with excessive loose debris, but hard deposits and edge melt-down have also been 
observed. Without the second provision, local edge damage may occur at stop/start. Systematic 
damage at all but the highest operating speed is likely with the special deeply-grooved "non-slip" 
I/O roller sleeves that were mistakenly specified for new VLBA recorders.

I/O Roller and Sleeve
The flange of the I/O roller (without sleeve) is set 4±1 mils above the precision plate. 

Metrum’s new standard rollers are not adjustable and sets this distance to 1.0±0.3 mils by 
design. A 3 mil shim washer with -1/2" OD and 1/8" ID is required between the precision 
plate and this roller. (We have cut these by hand with scissors and a safety razor from plastic 
shim stock.) Honeywell’s old standard roller (no longer made) is directly adjustable to the new 
standoff distance. The span of tape between roller and a full 14" reel is 5" long and that 
between roller and outside edge of the precision plate is 5/8"; thus the inner edge of the tape at 
the top of the pack can be displaced at least 24 mils inward with respect to the roller flange 
(which is at least 3 mils above the precision plate) before it touches the edge of the precision 
plate. For Metrum’s 0.7 mil minimum standoff distance a 6 mil displacement of the tape pack is 
sufficient to produce the undesired contact.

The length of the tape-bearing sleeve (between flanges) has been increased from 
1.001/1.000 to 1.011/1.009. With a bearing radius of r = .375", the tape wraps up to 140° for a 
surface bearing length of 0.92". A maximum width .999" tape will just touch both 1.009" 
minimally separated flanges (at diagonally opposite points) if it is wrapped at a helical angle 
corresponding to ±10 mils in the 1.2" span from flange edge entry to exit. Projecting this 8.3 
mil/inch angle to the top of the tape pack about 4.8 inches downstream, we see that a tape edge 
displacement at that point of 50 mils outward from the inner flange or inward from the outer 
flange can be tolerated. The Metrum standard version allows only an unrealistically small ±5 
mil displacement of the tape pack to reach the same binding condition where buckling (climbing 
of the flange and foldover of the tape edge) easily occurs.
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It is important that the tape slide freely or fly on the roller sleeve so as not to resist the 
slightly helical wrapping that accommodates unavoidable tape pack misalignment. Honeywell’s 
original smooth grooveless roller sleeves were OK in this respect, but the new standard grooved

sleeves and especially the deeply grooved VLBA version are not, and unlike the former, cannot 
be modified to conform to the new specification. Coating the outside polished aluminum 
surface of the sleeve with "Nedox SF-2R" (a teflon impregnated nickel coating) may reduce 
friction further but is as yet untried.

Vacuum Spacer and Door Modification
The inner tape edge bearing points are raised with respect to the precision plate and the 

sharp leading edges of the bearing plates. This is done by tapering and possibly recessing that 
part of the bottom surface of the vacuum spacer (E-casting) to which the bearing plates are 
clamped as shown in the drawing 6310-102. For a slope of 2 mils/inch, the bearing point is 3.S 
mils above the leading edge of the alumina bearing plate which is 1.9" to the left.

Since the operating point of the loop moves about 0.1" from full to empty reel this slope 
produces a proportional 5 pm, end-to-end interchange tracking shift with respect to a 
conventionally configured (zero-slope) drive. Loop jitter is much smaller and the 2 mil/inch 
bearing slope probably introduces less than 1 pm tracking noise. This should be verified. 
Quick-fix prototypes have been operating satisfactorily with 1 and 3 mil/inch slopes, bracketing 
the proposed 2 mil/inch slope. If the jitter-induced tracking noise is larger than expected the 
slope could be reduced, but probably not much below 1 mil/inch.

The entire front surface of the vacuum spacer is also tapered (as it turns out, with the 
same 2 mil/inch slope) to provide a minimum clearance of 5 mils (8 mils nominal) between 
door and the outer edge of the tape at the end of the vacuum spacer, and a clearance of 4.5 ±
1.5 mils (6 mils maximum) between the alumina bearing plate and the bottom edge of the tape 
at the vertex of the loop (where the tape is in contact with the door). The latter clearance could 
be reduced to 4 mils maximum if useful to reduce edge pressure.

A new door (drawing 6310-103) or a similarly modified Metrum door (cut-off flush with 
the end of vacuum spacer) is required to positively prevent contact between the outer edge of 
the tape and the portion of the original door just beyond the vacuum spacer in the case where 
the tape contacts the outer roller flange. An outer-flange-contact angle of 2.8 ± 0.7 mil/inch 
implies up to 3.5 mils interference with an unmodified door. If an unmodified door is used, it 
can be made safe for the tape by applying 2 layers of copper tape in the area over the vacuum 
spacer. We advise against the use of the unmodified door because anomalous mechanical 
behavior of the tape near the I /O  roller cannot be observed by a vigilant operator or trouble
shooter. Experimental doors with a teflon-impregnated nickel coating, "Nedox SF-2R", a 
possible substitute for the use of copper tape have not yet been tested.
IV. Reel Alignment

Recently delivered drives have reel tables set so that the inner surface of the inner flange 
of a self-packing reel is typically 10 mils below the precision plate (14 mils below the roller 
flange). Much larger misalignments have been observed on some older, heavily used drives
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whose supply reel tables have gradually slipped inward under the continual hammering of heavy 
tape mounts. (Note however, that the most recent version of the reel table is simplified — it no 
longer has an adjustable clamp mechanism — and supposedly cannot slip on the motor shaft). 
Only the factory-set mounting pads on the deck plate are supposed to control height of the reel 
table and to keep the reel flanges parallel to the precision plate.

Our proposed modifications have, so far, been tested only with reel tables set so that the 
inner self-packing reel flange is in the same plane as the inner roller flange to within ±5 mils.

Non self-packing take-up reels have been used in most tests (to observe the tendency of 
most thin tapes to pack against one flange). Thus we have observed that an inward pack 
misalignment of at least 15 mils is clearly tolerated. Clearly not tolerated was an inward 
displacement of the tape pack of about 70 mils which was recently encountered. (A Dl-K tape 
returned from Bonn somehow had packed so that it flexed the inner flange about 65 mils.) In 
this case with an additional supply reel table misalignment of 6 mils, the inner tape edge 
immediately folded over during load. When the tape was flipped, it wound from the take-up 
side without trouble with a net displacement of the outer pack edge of about 47 mils outward 
from the outer (roller sleeve) flange. This behavior is consistent with the prediction that pack 
edge displacement of up to 50 mils at a distance of 5" from the flange contact point should be 
tolerated without binding and the consequent foldover. Some additional testing of extreme 
misalignment tolerances seems warranted nevertheless.

It is desirable to set the reel table height so that the tape is guided entirely by the 
flanges of a self-packing reel and not normally by the I/O roller flanges. The inner flange of a 
self-packing reel should therefore be 10 mils above the precision plate to center the tape 
between the roller flanges. This is equivalent to setting the inner flange of a non-self-packing 
reel flush with the precision plate.

To check and set reel table height use a depth micrometer (or even the back end of a 
vernier caliper), a standard metal reel with the outer flange removed, and, if necessary, some 
shim stock. Compare the height of the reel flange near the hub with that of the precision plate. 
Select shim stock to the nearest 5 mil thickness increment to make these heights equal. Slip one 
piece, preferably with a hole for the screw, between each of the three pads on the deck-plate 
and the reel motor mounting flange.

We assume here that mounting pads in the deck plate have been properly set at the 
factory to make the mounting surface of the reel motor adequately parallel to the precision 
plate. To check for gross angular misalignment, place a long straight edge on the precision plate 
(with obstacles such as the vacuum spacer removed) so that it overlaps the single flange of the 
height-setup-reel and look for a significant variation in the air gap along the chord. A 10 mil 
difference between the gap at the beginning and at the end of a chord tangent to the hub is 
noticeable and tolerable. The factory alignment should be much better and larger angular 
misalignments should be corrected.
V. Caveat

Some further refinements of the tape path geometry may be possible to ensure even 
gentler handling of the tape edge. These include the possibility of recessing the angled hard- 
point mounting surface up to 6 mils (at which point the tape would run nominally parallel to the
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precision plate and centered between the I/O  roller flanges from hard point to reel hub), 
reducing the nominal hard point slope to perhaps as little as 1 mil/inch, and reducing the 
separation of inner and outer edge bearing points by as much as 2 mils. The effectiveness and 
value of these possible refinements is not yet clear.
VI. Quick-Fix

The quick-fix implementation uses the standard 1.002/1.003” thick Metrum vacuum 
spacer modified only with the addition of the six hard-point mounting holes shown in Haystack 
drawing 6310-102 or Metrum drawing 16827013. It also requires the standard hard-point 
components: 2 alumina bearing plates (Metrum #16827012-001 or direct from Coors), 2 bearing 
clamp plates (#16827014-002) and a new precision plate with the hard point insert cavity 
(#16827011) or similarly modified old precision plate (not recommended).

The bottom of the vacuum spacer is taped up as shown in the attached xerox. Two 
layers of "zebra tape" (3 mils/per layer) serve to stand the vacuum spacer 6 mils off the 
precision plate. The four F-long, 6 mil thick areas of tape at the end of the vacuum spacer legs 
are just long enough to force the left edges of the bearing plates into the same plane as the 
precision plate; no tape under the right edge implies a slope of at least 2 mils/inch and the inch- 
long one-layer (3 mil) taped sections yields a slope of no more than (actually close to) 3 
mils/inch.

The 2 mil/inch slope of the door is most easily produced by using 2 staggered layers of 3 
mil thick copper tape as shown in the xerox; the one- and two-layer sections begin 1.5" and 3" to 
the left of the door hinge respectively. The door must be firmly seated against the vacuum 
spacer at the hinge end and the desired 15 mil spacing at the latch end can be enforced with a 
pad of that thickness in each comer (not shown).
VII. Upgrade Procedure

a. Quick-fix
1] Install new precision plate.
2] Apply tape to E-casting - see Fig. 6.
3] Install new or modified I/O sleeves with shims - see Fig. 2.
4] Apply copper tape to (preferably cut-off) front door - see Fig. 7.
5] Check and set alignments to conform to Fig. 1 and text.

b. Upgrade
1] Install new precision plate.
2] Install new E-casting - see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
3] Install new I/O sleeves with shims - see Fig. 2.
4] Install new or cut-off front door with single layer of copper tape
5] Check and set alignments to conform to Fig. 1 and text.

Attachments: (7)
Figures 1 - 7
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METRUM PART # DESCRIPTION
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